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By Alexis Hodoyan-Gastelum

Step aside Coachellas and Lollapaloozas of the world with your ridiculously hiked-up ticket prices and
heavily advertised presence. DIY-style music festivals are spurting left and right but none are as
interesting as All My Friends. Now set on the sandy beaches of Rosarito, Mexico, AMF started back in
2010 in Tijuana by Argenis García, who organized a party to raise money to fund his sister’s internship
in Barcelona. Fast-forward to its sixth edition, AMF has outgrown its previous venues and has evolved
into one of the events to attend during the summer while still promoting the most representative local
talent. Yeah it’s bigger and more processed, but never stripped of its individuality or sense of
community.

The three-day festival is an overall celebration of music, art, and Baja’s up-and-coming gastronomic
scene. And not only is the artist roster comprised of emerging Baja Californian or Mexican acts, but
bands from Costa Rica, the US, and France will also play on the seashore with the sunset as a
backdrop. Moreover, the #CocinaCentral will feature an array of food trucks and chef-curated course
meals made with locally sourced products that will surely entice your appetite.

“Last year made it clear why you can’t miss this festival,” stated García after the fifth edition saw
around 2,500 attendees, a surge from its more showcase-like predecessors. “This year has the
potential to be an even bigger party, where you won’t stop dancing in the sand, adding an excellent
gastronomic selection. AMF promises to be a memorable weekend.” With high expectations and an
anything-goes attitude, MTV Iggy is heading south of the border to experience one of the coolest music
festivals in Mexico. But of course, the music is still a big part and the highlight of the festival. So we’ve
dug through the line-up and here are ten acts you absolutely can’t miss at AMF.

Music festivals are notoriously bad at proportionately featuring female acts as male ones, and even if
All My Friends falls into that category too, they did it right by bringing this duo with their goddess
frontwoman down to Baja. Together with her producer OWWWLS, the Puerto Rican artist with her
cosmic blend of sounds ranging from digital R&B, African drums, and trip-hop beats professes an
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urban feminist message with her latest release “Metallic Butterfly,” especially with the song “Young
Girls.” With her music, Princess Nokia, born Destiny Frasqueri and formerly known as Wavy Spice,
creates a dystopian anime-like universe filled with fairy dust and culturally savvy lyrics.

Mixing crunk, grime, deep house, and pairing it with interesting R&B vocals, Kingdom is the act to
watch party and get down. As a part of the Night Slugs collective, LA-based producer has released jam
after jam since “Mind Reader,” and has even worked with the super babe Kelela, earning him major
brownie points from us. The deliciousness of his beats will have everyone dancing until the last second
of his set.

In a festival that’s held literally on a beach ten feet away from the ocean, a ‘60s yéyé California surf
pop act is more than appropriate, but necessary. Especially if that act is the acclaimed psychedelic
French band La Femme, which is one of the festival’s headliners. And before playing one of the
biggest festivals in the world, Glastonbury, they’re bringing their nostalgic atmosphere and garage feel
to the Baja coast.

Duppy Gun Productions came to exist when two Los Angeles’ musicians went to Jamaica to work with
the group The Congos, but ended up collaborating with the local reggae artists and producers. A label
was soon born. So now, they’re leaving the tropical island beaches for the freezing ones in Northern
Mexico to give character and overall life to the festival. The two acts that will be featured are I Jahbar
and Day One, who will create a dancehall extravaganza. If there is an appropriate time to toke up at All
My Friends, this would be it. Watch out for cops, though!
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Take a trip on a space yacht back to the ‘80s with Shiro Schwarz’s feelgood pop. The audiovisual
experience that Pammela Rojas and Rafael Marfil create with their performances and music is groovy
and funky, and best enjoyed with some disco moves. The Mexican duo’s retro futuristic songs like
“Breeze” and “Come Closer” have a subtle sexiness to them that makes it almost erotic to the senses.

What do you get when you mix gloomy synthpop and You Schaffner’s hauntingly sweet vocals? Dani
Shivers, a witch house project by the Tijuana native. The singer’s work is the soundtrack to your
dreams about creepy porcelain dolls, with the spookiness of the sound being passed onto the lyrics of
songs like “Graves” and “Up!” So if you’re into dark goth yet quirky pop, Dani Shivers is your girl! Her
latest release “Dreams of Death II” was produced by another AMF act and Tijuana local, DJ Nombre
Apellido.

Another collective making their way down south with two of the crew’s acts is Chicago’s TekLife. The
artists are ghetto house footwork producers DJ Spinn and TASO. Blending Spinn’s signature Chicago-
style sound with TASO’s trap EDM creates a wondrous avant garde digital hip-hop explosion. You know
this trill duo will be repping TekLife and dropping jumpy beats that will make more than a few grind.

To reduce Benfika solely into the witch house genre would be detrimental to us all, for this producer’s
work can’t be contained in those two mere words. The truth is his sound is as much as an enigma as
the artist himself. His debut EP 121214 takes listeners on a journey through their own psychosis. It’s
dark, cold, noisy, and an overall auditive and emotional roller coaster. Some of the standouts on the
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EP are the cryptic “Contra” and “Catarsis,” a gloomy synth symphony.

Since Rosarito is right next to Tijuana, it comes as no surprise that many of the acts performing hail
from said city. Another Tijuanense gem is the ethereal, synth-heavy producer Grenda. His sound
creates a somber ambience with a touch of romanticism in the lyrics and his deep voice. The beats in
“Living Right” will have you floating on clouds or in a slow motion trance with “You Better.”

Serving as a third of the Mexican ruidoson group Los Macuanos, Moises Horta stripped off the the
cumbialicious beats and focused on creating a weird futuristic techno vibe with his side project DJ
Nombre Apellido. In a nutshell, it’s like net art in music form, if that makes sense. And even if he
describes his sound as “generic dance music,” this isn’t what the kids are dancing to these days at the
club. It’s much more eclectic and colorful than that. Prepare to dance your ass off to “@” and
“¡Piérdelo!,” the perfect mixes of every genre in existence with a digital spin.
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